
WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE… 

Iguazú Falls, Misiones Province: Every time I gaze at this water 

thundering into the Devil’s Throat, I can’t help commiserating with 

that Hollywood Jesuit dummy lashed to a cross in the movie The 

Mission, which vanished beneath this boiling mass in front of me, no 

doubt shredded against the rocks eighty metres below. What a 

marvellous scene that is. Apparently the Jesuit dummy was not the 

only one to slip over the edge. Real-life dummies had been over 

before it. Up until 1938 it was possible to hire an oarsman and his 

rowing boat to paddle you as close to the falls as the raging current, 

and the man’s stamina, allowed. Can you imagine putting your life in 

the hands of a Latino on an overdose of mate (pronounced mah-tay, 

a herbal tea drunk in huge volume over here). Such an outing must 

have made today’s bungee jump seem positively tame in 

comparison. Then, one day, as the elated tourists’ cameras clicked 

and whirred, the inevitable happened – it seems the oarsman 

suffered an ill-timed bout of cramp and … oh dear! Seven Germans 

and an Argentine with his hands firmly clamped on the oars went 

sailing over the edge. These days you can view the falls from a steel 

walkway, with no greater hazard to body and soul than a knock on 

the head from any one of the thousands of multi-coloured butterflies 

flitting back and forth. Even the spume saves you from overheating 

under a fierce sun. The falls lie between Argentina and Brazil, and the 

first European to view them is said to have been Alvar Nuñez Cabeza 

de Vaca, back in 1542. I imagine he was pretty impressed to stumble 

across such a thing, having not seen any photos beforehand. The falls 

were formed when a Guarani warrior named Caroba incurred the 

wrath of a fearsome forest god. Both Caroba and the forest god had 

eyes for the same dusky maiden, a lassie named Naipur, and when 

the two escaped downriver in a canoe the forest god flew into a 



deathly rage, flicking his magic wand, causing the riverbed to explode 

and collapse beneath them, in the process turning Naipur into a rock, 

and Caroba into a tree. Of course, the boring geologists say this is all 

rubbish and couldn’t possibly have happened. They say some seismic 

event caused a thing called a basaltic plateau to form, and then they 

talk a lot of tosh about lava. Yawn, yawn. 

To get here we’ve crossed the Gran Chaco, which is exceptional only 

for the long distances of not very much, and the number of cows you 

see. Here you witness Argentina’s growing fondness for intensive 

cattle farming, corral after corral crammed with beasts, the plains 

increasingly turned over to soya production. Even though it is called 

Chaco Seco (Dry Chaco), by the time we got to Resistencia we were 

covered in red mud. It rained quite a lot along the way and just to 

pull off the road required 4WD to be engaged. Finding somewhere to 

bivouac was tricky. One evening we slithered and slipped the 100 

metres from the roadside to a campsite, only to find it was shut 

because of the mud. The town of Resistencia is on the eastern side of 

the Chaco, had been drowned by the rains, and was tinged with the 

leftovers of red mud. By then we’d rather got the bit between our 

teeth (and the mosquitoes in our ears), deciding to push on through 

Corrientes province, an area renowned for its dodgy cops. And we 

weren’t to be disappointed. Ten minutes to the east of Corrientes 

town we had our collars felt by a couple of well-oily characters. 

‘You’re not allowed a steel rear bumper,’ said plod, leading us to his 

roadside hut to write out the fine. Christine was very calm as my red 

mist descended. It was abundantly clear what he was up to. Every 

Toyota Hilux imported into the country has a metal rear bumper. 

When a 1950’s Chevy pickup blasted past us, its steel rear bumper 

held on with strips of guanaco sinew and a wire coat-hanger, I really 

got my dander up. I wagged my finger theatrically at the fast 



disappearing pickup, stuttering a sentence comprising words from 

three different languages. ‘Be quiet,’ said Christine. Whilst I cogitated 

on the chances of snatching the gun from plod’s holster and sorting 

the matter out once and for all, Christine requested an address for 

his headquarters in Corrientes, so that we might clear up the matter 

with his chief.  This was a much more sensible idea than grabbing his 

gun. He didn’t much like the sound of his boss becoming involved. 

(Why did the French lose at Waterloo?) He started to write the 

address on our map, and then he thought better of it. ‘Considering 

you’re tourists, I’ll let you off,’ he mumbled. But that wasn’t the last 

of it. Half an hour down the road and it was the Gendarmerie who 

swatted us to the roadside, barking for our passports. Fired by the 

youth’s aggressive attitude, and stories of travellers having to buy 

back their confiscated passports in Corrientes province, I asked him 

why he wanted them. His hackles visibly rose; I might as well have 

questioned his virility, or where his wife was on such a lovely 

evening. Whoops! ‘Will you be quiet, please,’ says Christine. Ten 

minutes later (plus a little French charm) and we’re back on the road. 

Here’s a question: Why is there so much more corruption the closer 

you get to the tropics? Perhaps it’s the humidity.  

Just to the south of Posadas we stop for two nights at a campsite 

beside the river Parana. We’re the only people here. The guy running 

the place digs a fish out of his freezer and gives it to us. It’s very good 

grilled on the BBQ the next day. There are three toilets here and a 

pair of frogs lives beneath the rim of each one. Don’t ask me why. 

There’s a perfectly good river no more than a leap away. It’s ever so 

slightly off putting though, knowing that they are there. Every time 

you flush they have to cling like mad to the ceramic. They’re very 

tenacious. 



We’ve had no end of trouble with grease guns. Trying to find a 

mechanic with a working grease gun has been a challenge in 

Argentina and Chile. In Posadas we get the car serviced and they try 

to give it back without doing the greasing, because the grease gun 

has broken. We make them go out to the ferreteria and buy one and 

do the job properly. It’s a right carry on. 

The province of Misiones, in the top right-hand corner of Argentina, 

is named after the Jesuit missions established here from the early 

1600’s. In an attempt to save the Guarani from the slavers, and the 

general colonial debauchery, several of these missions operated 

throughout what are now Paraguay, Argentina and Brazil. The movie 

The Mission is the story of what went on here – Hollywood style. 

Carlos III of Spain finally banned the Jesuits in the late 1700’s, turning 

the management over to the new colonial masters, who’s only 

interest in the Guarani was to satisfy the need for labour. With the 

ethos of the Jesuits lost the Indians slowly dispersed and the 

missions were eventually destroyed in a series of wars during the 

early 19th century. By the 1940’s a program of restoration began, 

starting with the need to hack away the jungle to recover what 

remained of the buildings. At San Ignacio Mini one can see the 

intricate stone carving employed and marvel at what they created in 

the middle of nowhere. 

At Puerto Iguazu we stay at a campsite owned by Oscar, a retired 

hippy with flowing grey locks. The place is described as an eco-camp 

which, in Argentina, never ceases to send a shiver of fear down your 

spine. It needn’t have done in this case, because Oscar’s miniature 

jungle retreat made for a pleasant stay.  As if to make us feel entirely 

at home we are informed that the smoking of marijuana on the patio 

beside his cottage is entirely in order. Who does he think we are? At 

the falls we meet a motorcycling couple who have just arrived in 



Buenos Aires on the Grimaldi Shipping Line. It seems their journey 

was as colourful as our own. They broke down mid-Atlantic and 

drifted for a day or two, until the crew made the necessary repairs, 

and they went on their way. On arrival at the River Plate, just off 

Montevideo, they reported seeing another Grimaldi Line ship firmly 

aground on a sandbank. It had been there for some time. I think we 

were rather lucky, in the circumstances. 

The third of June is Christine’s birthday. I’m not allowed to disclose 

her age, but the gun-maker Colt made rather a fine pistol of the 

same calibre. (The first correct answer gets a cuddly guanaco) On the 

evening of her birthday we celebrate it with a glass of wine in a field 

with a few cows. The reason for this is that we’ve taken a short cut 

on our way to some falls at Mocona, on the east side of Misiones 

province. We’ve turned off the R14 onto the R21, though how this 

track ever qualified for a number I’ll never know. In the night we 

experience the most incredible storm, so much so that, rather like a 

one of those Grimaldi Line ships, we begin to take on water. We’ve 

seen rather a lot of rain in the last few days, but I suppose that’s why 

we’re surrounded by rainforests. Anyway, all thoughts of continuing 

along the R21 mud-bath must be abandoned and a rather longer 

detour made, which is no hardship, because the scenery here is very 

pleasant. There are also a lot of blond haired people living here, 

which appears very odd and is a throwback to when a lot of Germans 

came here. 

As I write Argentina is in the grip of a freeze that is spreading rather 

rapidly from the south. Southern Patagonia is under snow and we’re 

definitely feeling the effects. We’ve come down to Parque Nacional 

El Palmar, just south of Concordia, on the Rio Uruguay, and we’re 

back in our thermals, jumpers and woolly hats. We’re heading to 



Uruguay next and their famous coastline. Sunbathing is most 

certainly not on the agenda.   

             


